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SECTION - A

                                                                                    
1. The term “psychology” was derived from _____________words.

a. Greek              b. France             c. Latin                    d. Italic

2. Psychology is the study of human nature’ .this was defined by
 a. R.S.Woodworth                                    b.Boring langfeld
 c.Dark and Miller                                      d.Mc.Dougall

3. According to conditioning theory Incubation is a phenomenon that should lead 
toto 
a. Distinction          b. Extinction       c. Annulation         d. Conflagration in

4. Which of the following is a Drug treatment for social phobia:
a. Serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs)   b. Antibiotics
c. Antipsychotic drugs                                d. Anti-inflamitory drugs

5. A common feature of panic attacks is Hyperventilation and it is due to:
a. Dysfunctional breathing patterns               b. Raising blood pH level
c. Oxygen is then delivered less efficiently to body cells    d. All of the above

6. Sometimes as a last resort Neurosurgery has become an intervention in OCD. 
The most common procedure is
a.Neurobiotaxis                                              b.Habituation
c.Emotional anaesthesia                                d.Cingulatomy

7. Law of learning is summed up by ………..
a.yoakman             b.simpson           c.thorndika        d. wood worth

8. Classical conditioning is introduced by 
a.kohler                    b.B.F.Skinner        c.Ivan p.pavlov     d.Bandura

9. When the individual is unable to solve his problem situations, he will 
get……………
a. strength      b.frustration       c.conflict      d.ego defensive mechanism 

10. Frustration implies the ………….between a drive and an obstacle
a. aptitude      b. conflict            c.frustration     d.habit
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I. Choose the Best Answer :                                                                                        (10 x 1 = 10)
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11. What is meant by field survey method?
12. List out the psychological tests.
13. What are the symptoms of Obsessive compulsive disorders?
14. What are the risk factors for post traumatic stress disorders?
15. What are the symptoms of social phobia?
16. Write about the learning DOMAINS
17. Explain in brief about methods of learning / types of learning.
18. Definition stressors?
19. How many types of counselling?
20. Definition of psychotherapy?

21 Write the importance of psychology.
22 What is panic disorder?
23 Explain the nature of learning?
24 What are the benefits of counselling?
25. What is psychodynamic therapy?
26. Advantages of relaxation?
27. What are the methods of bio feed back?

IV. Write Essays on any ONE of the following:                                              (1 x 10 = 10)
28. Describe the different methods of Psychology and explain in detail about 

experimental method.
29. What is learned during classical conditioning?  Specifically, what were Pavlov’s 

and Tolman’s views?  How does the two-system hypothesis integrate these 
views, and what evidence supports it?

30. Write about measurements to take against the stress?
*****
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II. Answer All Questions:                                                                                     (10 x 2 = 

III. Write Short Essays on any FIVE of the following:                                       (5 x 6 = 
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